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     Only four solid bodies of the Solar system have 
significant atmospheres (Fig. 1-3). Their compositions 
reflect processes of outgassing and evolution of solid 
geospheres. Main atmospheric components are at Titan 
N2 and CH4, Mars CO2, Earth N2 and O2, Venus CO2. 
Minor components mainly give them spectacular 
colors: orange, red, blue, and white. An important 
regularity concerns masses of atmospheres. They are 
inversely proportional to sizes of wave tectonic 
granulations of solid bodies and are also influenced by 
other physico-chemical conditions as temperature, 
gravity, and planetary masses. Relief ranges of solid 
bodies increase with increasing tectonic granule sizes 
[1]; atmospheric masses, on the contrary, increase with 
diminishing granule sizes [2]. Thus, intensity of 
“sweeping” out volatiles of planets increases with 
frequency of their wave “shaking” that is in an inverse 
correlation with their orbital frequencies. 
     Planetary atmospheres as inseparable parts of 
planetary geospheres have close structural and 
compositional ties with underlying solid formations. 
Atmospheres are produced by solid bodies as a result 
of their outgassing (“sweeping out” volatiles) that 
apparently is tied to their oscillations and tectonic 
granulations [2, 3].  
     The comparative wave planetology having stated 
that “orbits make structures” finds that two 
fundamental properties of all celestial bodies are most 
important for their structuring: movement and rotation. 
All bodies move in non-circular keplerian elliptic (and 
parabolic) orbits that imply periodic acceleration 
changes and appearance of inertia-gravity forces 
producing warping waves. In rotating bodies (but all 
celestial bodies rotate!) these waves are ordered in four 
ortho- and diagonal directions. Having stationary 
character and various lengths they interfere producing 
positive (+), negative (-) and neutral (0) tectonic blocks 
[4] and atmospheric cells.. 
     The fundamental wave 1 long 2πR gives ubiquitous 
tectonic dichotomy, the first overtone wave 2 long πR 
makes tectonic sectoring. Individual for any body 
waves whose lengths are inversely proportional to their 
orbital frequencies produce tectonic granules: higher 
frequency – smaller granule, lower frequency – larger 
granule. The relation frequency – size is scaled to the 
photosphere: 1/1month – πR/60 (48) or Earth: 1/1 year 
– πR/4. The following row shows increasing granule 
sizes (a half of a wavelength):  Venus πR/6, Earth 
πR/4, Mars πR/2 [1, 2, 4]. One may say that Venus is 
tectonically “fine-grained”, Earth “medium-grained”, 
Mars “coarse-grained”. The wave produced granulation 
and known atmospheric masses indicate that fine-
grained Venus is more thoroughly shaken out and 

released of its volatiles (degassed) than Earth and 
Mars. The atmospheric masses increase from Mars 
through Earth to Venus as ~ 0. 01 : 1 : 90.  This is 
proved not only by its massive atmosphere containing a 
large amount of nitrogen but also by a very low ratio of 
radiogenic to primordial argon (Venus 1, Earth 300, 
Mars 3000) [5]. 
     The martian theoretical granule size πR/2 (orbital 
frequency 1/687days) gives two bulges separated by 
two hollows in a big circle (Fig.1) what is observed in 
the solid body and atmosphere. Dust devils could mark 
smaller atmospheric grains (cells) due to the martian 
rotation (πR/1340, ~8 km across).  
     The Earth’s atmosphere and lithosphere orbiting 
frequency around Sun is 1/365days. This gives granule 
size πR/4 or about 5000 km across (Fig. 2) what is 
observed in lithosphere and sometimes in atmosphere 
where weather systems (anticyclone & cyclone) reach 
this dimension. Much higher atmospheric orbital 
frequency around the Earth’s center (rotation) gives 
granule size πR/1460 (~14 km) –similar to tornado 
cyclone or mesocyclone. 
   The venusian atmosphere rotates or orbits the center 
of Venus with the period of 4 days (frequency 1/4d.). 
Corresponding granule size is 65 km (πR/295). 
Measured granule size (PIA 00072) is about 50 to 80 
km (or dark nodules like “beads on a string” ~ 100 km 
across according to PIA00072 – a Galileo image) (Fig. 
5). 
     Along with described grain sequence granules of 
other sizes simultaneously exist in atmospheres.  They 
represent waves due to other orbits as atmospheres of 
planets move not only around centers of their planetary 
systems but at the same time around Sun. These low 
around Sun orbiting frequencies modulate the higher 
around planets frequencies with production of side 
frequencies and corresponding waves and granules [6, 
7]. For examples, there are such granules at Saturn 
(πR/460, “leopard skin”, PIA08333) [7], Venus 
(πR/49, PIA00073, Fig. 3), Titan (πR/12, the Hubble 
ST image of the pre-Cassini era [6]), Earth (πR/365 = 
55 km, actually typical marine stratocumulus cells are 
15-45 km, PIA03704, Fig. 4).   The modulation strictly 
witness for wave processes involved in structuring the 
Solar system bodies.   
     Most outgassed planets (and Sun!) having 
transferred important part of their angular momentum 
to gaseous envelope and farther out were forced to 
slow down their rotation rate. Thus, there are slowly 
rotating Venus, Mercury, and Sun , moderately rotating 
Earth and Mars, and fastly rotating outer gaseous giant 
planets. 
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Fig. 1. Mars. Thermospheric density, normalized to 
125 km above surface [8] 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. Earth, PIA00729, South polar projection, 
mosaic of Galileo images, regularly spaced weather 
systems (πR/4 grains) are visible. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 3. Venus, PIA00073, near IR Galileo image, 
granulation πR/49. 

 
 
Fig. 4. Earth, PIA03704, Closed small cell clouds in 
the South Pacific (marine stratocumulus) with 
diameters 10-15 km instead of the 15-45 km typically 
noted in satellite observations, comparable with πR/365 
size. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 5. Venus, PIA00072, Galileo image, “beads on a 
string”, πR/295 grains. 
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